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Valencia/UCF share skills center;
te_
a ching developmental classes
through Friday. All registration, fees and
transcripts are also handled at the center. The
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
classes are self-paced, enhanced by audio-visual
aids and taught by well-qualified instructors.
Situated on campus between the CEBA building As June Jones, a math instructor said: "we are
and the biology building is PCl-103.
here to help the student. Sometimes, a student
PCl-103 is the Valencia Community College/ needs a little extra clarification in an area. We
UCF Academic Skills Center. The ·center was are eager to see them succeed.,,
established after a state law was passed in 1985.
Indeed, a student is able to succeed. Being
The law said that state universities could no located on campus, the center allows the student to
longer offer developmental courses. This law complete the developmental courses and to still
was enacted to upgrade Florida's educational enroll in UCF classes. Testing at the center is at
system, and affects newly-enrolled students.
the students convenience, and the student is
Incoming students are required to have an ACT given several chances to pass a test with scores
score of 14 in mathmatics. If students took the being averaged.
SAT, the score required is a 340 in reading, 730 in
The skill center is available to all students and
writing and a 400 in mathmatics. Failure to meet will be offering classes this summer. Jones
these standards requires a student to enroll in the pointed out that many students using the skill
appropriate prepratory courses, which are center need refresher courses or to prepare for the
offerred on the community college level only.
CLAST test.
SPRING CLEAN-UP
Such a level is established with the VCC/UCF
Maintenance crews are sprucing up the campus. Academic Skills Center. Conveniently located
For more specific class times and a list of
In this picture they are washing windows.
on campus, the center offers developmental classes that will be offered this summer, enquire
classes in math, reading and writing, Monday at PCl-103.

by Jan Hemp

University of Michigan fights racial problems
by Susan Skorupa
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The
Univers\ty
of
Michigan
generally
regarded as a progressive
school-last week was again
engulfed
in
racial
controversy.
The incident seemed to
underscore the enigma of the
recent escalation in racial
tensions
at
several
campuses around the
country.

And while UM officials
quickly responded with
promises to enroll more
black students, UM black
students themselves said
they'd heard such promises
before.
"In 1970, students closed
down the campus over
institutional racism, 11 says
Barbara
Ransby,
spokeswoman for the United
Coalition Against Racism.
"The university · then
committed to 10 percent
I

Hoff man is .more
than all activism

black enrollment by 1974.
Currently, it's about 5.3
percent,"
At Michigan, frustration
about such broken promises
and fears sparked racist
graffiti, an incident in
which a white student told
racist jokes on the campus
radio station and another
case in which a flyer
declaring "open season" on
blacks was distributed in a
dorm all led to several
marches and sit-ins on

campus.
Such incidents, however,
aren't confined to UM this
spring.
At Penn State, one student
group is reported to have ties
to the Ku Klux Klan.
At New York's Columbia
College, black and white
students clashed on March
23 after the whites allegedly
shouted racial slurs.
students
at
. Black
Vanderbilt are wearing
black armbands to signify

what they call the death of the
school's commitment to
minorities. In February,
1,200 Tufts University
students protested two
campus incidents of racial
violence.
Northern Illinois, the
University of Chicago,
UCLA, Baylor, Pillsbury
Baptist Bible College, The
Citadel, Duke, Harvard,
Western Michigan and
SEE INCIDENTS PAGE 4

REID ATTENDS LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

.

by Jackie Fiorito
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chubby Abbie Hoffman, is a balding and
curly grey-haired Jewish man of average
height with a wicked sense of humor.
Hoffman appeared at the Student Center at
p.m. on April 2, and was supposed to
discuss student activism from the '60s into
t he '80s but his topics were many and
varied.
He began by briefl mentioning the
el vjsion preachers and the recent scandal
' i h PrL (Prai e the Lord) members Jim
nd T mmy Bakker. He also mentioned
ral Roberts- "Anal I mean Oral Roberts: I
r quently get the two orifices confused."
fte.r the humorous
meandering
introduction Hoffman said: "About two and
half years ago, I noticed a rebirth in
tu dent activism. Origin ally, U.S .
univ rsity and college campuses were never
breeding gro und for political student
ctivism. Campuses were always
conservative with rich kids living in their
o n little world - Yuppie training camps.
The '60s was a fluke that changed all that.
"History has cycles where it repeats itself
nd contradicts itself. In the '50s we had
religious fundamentalists running
rampant and McCarthyism. The
Communist hysteria resulted in American
SEE HOFFMAN PAGE 5

Don Wittekind/Central Florido Future

Don Wittekind/C entral Florldo Future

Lea.ders from all nine state universities were given instruction on effective lobbying last weekend at a
Florida Student Association meeting. Left: Frank Ciarlo of Florida Education Association United, runs
the presentation. Right. UCF's new Student Government president triumphantly "handles the press.·
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B acks droppi g out
because of ad cuts

Most
private
black
colleges, moreover, don't
COLlfGE PRESS SERVICE
have
big
enough
endowments to make up for
Student-aid policies are federal cutbacks with aid
driving black students out of programs of their own, the
co11eges nationwide, two report noted.
leading education groups "We're dealing with a
population that's largely
reported last week.
In examining the records dependent on federal aid,"
of 2,380 students at 38 agrees LaRue Peters of
campuses, the groups How a rd
University's
concluded federal student financial aid office. "For the
aid cu.ts are the reason why most part, federal aid is in
black
enrollment the form of loans now
nation wide has fallen because 'free money'anywhere from three to 11 grants and scholarships-is
percent since 1980.
not available.
A U.S. Department of "Here, a large percentage
Education official, however, of students are graduate and
calls such conclusions professional
students
"false,
pathetic
and studying medicine or law
malicious."
and many don't qualify for
The authors of the report- aid. Under the new GSL
called
"Access
to regulations they can~t get
Education''-disagree.
loans, so they're-dropping
"These students, absolutely out."
the truly neediest, are being And the trend away from
badly hurt by a federal aid grants and scholarships
policy that asks many to take worries poorer students,
out college loans bigger than many of whom
are
their families' incomes," thousands of dollars in debt
complains Richard Rosser, when they graduate.
president of the National
"It's reaching a point
Institute of Independent where students don't want to
Colleges and Universities get into that kind of debt,"
(NIICU), which co-sponsored" says Clifford Jackson, aid
the project.
director at Alabama's Selma
The study-released April University. "I would say 75
1 by NIICU and the United percent to 80 percent of our
Negro College Fund- students' families fall below
as~rted that students at the poverty level. While they
private, historically black could qualify for Pell
colleges are bearing the Grants, the trend has moved
brunt of the new policies.
away from grants."
The
U.S.
Student In a separate report, the
Association
and
the U.S.
Department
of
American
Council on Education last week said
Education estimate that statistics suggest that
more students are competing students who get grants and
for roughly 20 percent fewer scholarships that don't have
student aid dolla.rs than to be repaid are more likely
than borrowers to stay in
were available in 1980.
Tighter rules for getting school.
Guaranteed Student Loans In 1979-80, grants made up
(GSLs) have been especially 53 percent of all federal aid
hard on minority students,
campus officials add.
SEE AID PAGE 6
Stoff Report

N

.
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REGISTRATION
Last year's registration lines were horrendous. This year things are looking up. The new
phone registration system is providing students with much easier access to registration.

Aft irmative Action programs
upheld by Supreme Court
Stoff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Campus women- especially faculty
members and administrators- may get
more chances to succeed because of the
Supreme Court's ruling last week upholding
many kinds of affirmative action
programs, various college women's groups
say
The cout's ruling, moreover, endorsed the
kind of program many campuses use.
As a result, campus women may be suing
administators more frequently, one
observer predicts.
. In its · rulingin the case Johnson vs.
Transportation Agency, Santa Clara
County, California, the Supreme Court said

•TOWER TO SPEAK
its stock in Mobil, Chevron
• DESEGREGATION
Former Texas Senator
The
Education
Dept., and Texaco because they
John Tower, whos most which is supposed fo review violated Yale's investment
recent role on Capitol Hill campus
desegregation policies.
has been as chairman of the efforts in 254 colleges in
Cal-Berkeley's
faculty,
special review board that Arkansas, Florida, North meanwhile,
last
week
investigated the Regan ad- Carolina, Oklahoma, Vir- proposed to fire 28 corporate
ministration's
Iran-contra ginia,
Georgia,
West executives from
campus
connection, will be the Virginia, South Carolina, advisory committees bespecial guest speaker for this Missouri and Delaware, last cause their companies do
year's
President's
Circle week
issued
"factual business in South Africa
dinner at the University of reports" about the states'
Central Florida.
attempts to integrate, but said
Tower will join members it wanted more "public • PROFS SEARCH
UT-Austin Econ Chairof the group-each of whom comment" before deciding
man
Vincent Geraci ruled it
has contributed at least what to do about the problem.
was
legal for lecturer
$1,000 to UCF-<>n April 30 as
Under a 1969 court order, Michael Chesney to search
the latest in a series of the government can decide to students' backpacks after he
newsmakers
who
have punish states that haven't
appeared as gusts at the desegregated their campuses became suspicious students
had cheated on an exam he
annual event.
by withholding federal aid, was giving.
As the first Republican or can pronounce campuses
But UT ombudsman Rob
senator from Texas since fully integrated.
Hargett
said he was "disReconstruction
Tower
in the ruling. "Do
appointed"
served 24 ye r until his
we start doing strip-searches
retirement in 1985.
He • STOCKSALE
Two days aft.er Yale of people?" he asked sarserved for four years as
students passed out posters castically.
chairman of the Armed
asking campus President
U. Maryland junior Steve
Services Committee, and
to
fulfill
his
Benno
Schmidt
Brayman,
meanwhile, filed
ubsequently was the chief
to
September
1986
promise
a
complaint
against busiU. .
negoti tor
during
Professor
William
strategic nucle r arms talks make public his position on ness
divestiture,
Schmidt
anWidhelm
for
failing
to stop
·th the Soviets in Geneva
nounced Yale was selling "open" cheating by class-

women could be hired or promoted over men
to rectify past dis.,crimination against
women.
Conservatives quickly criticized the
decision as discriminatory toward men,
while many liberals hailed it as helpful.
"I think we'll see women making vast
strides in all employment situations, but
especially in education," says Emily
Spitzer, a lawyer with the National
Organization forWomen's (NOW) legal
defense and education fund. ''We'll now see
many well-qualiied women getting what
they deserve."
Colleges, women's advocaes say, are
notoriously biased againt women.
Women, said a January, 1987, report by the
SEE WOMEN PAGE 6

mates during a midterm.
•DAUGHTER SUES FALWELL
Widhelm says he was
Sarah Anthony says her
"distracted" while collecting
83-year-old
invalid mother
papers, and couldn't leave
the room to chase cheaters was unduly influenced by tv
Brayman had pointed out.
evangelist Jerry Falwell's
Widhelm suspects the Old Time Gospel Hour to
cheaters ohoned in a bomb
give money to Falwell's
scare to facJitate their plan.
• B.Y.U. ART THEFT
Some
950
paintings
valued at $2 million- are
missing from BYU's 12,000
piece art collection, and
officials say leads in the
case point to employees.
"We suspect employees,"
says Paul Richards, BYU
spokesman, "but don't know
yet if one or more is
involved."
Some of the paintings
have been recovered, others
have been located in New
York and San Francisco.
Richards says those who now
have the works are not the
ones who stole them.
The thefts, which were
discovered during a campuswide inventory, apparently
occurred between 1970 and
1979 or 1980.

min~stry.

Anthony's
suit
seeks
$79,000 she says her mother,
who is incompetent to handle
financial affairs, donated to
the gospel hour, Falwell's
Liberty University and the
Moral Majority.
"She felt like he (Falwell)
could see her through the
television, that he was
talking to her," Anthony
says.
Falwell organizers say
they will consider returning
the money "if in fact
(Anthony's
mother)
was
legally incompetent during
the several years she was
mailing contributions."

•
A,
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Ask your friends what they like about

Faculty Facts
TEXAS SENATE REFUSES TO
CONFIRM U. TEXAS REGENTS
APPOINTEES
The Senate Nominations
Co mmittee, which had
approved
Gov.
Bill
Clements' three nominees,
now will question one
nominee
about
a
commitment he made to
Clements.
Dall as investor Louis
Beecher] Jr. admitted he
promised Clements he would
vote to fire regent's
chairman Jess Hay.
Clements
reportedly
clashed frequently with Hay
over higher education
funding, and wants the
chairman ousted.
The committee wants to
determine if Beecherl
offered the promise in
exchange
for
the
appointment.
PARENTS OF RAPE-MURDER
VICTIM SUE CLARKSON
UNIVERSITY
The parents of the
Clarkson coed seek $700
million from the accused
attacker, the school and two
security
guards
who
witnessed the attack, but
thought the attacker and
victim
were
having
consensual sex.
TOOGALOO PRESIDENT
RESIGNS UNDER VOTE OF
1
NO CONFIDENCE'
Members of the school's
Fa c~lty Steering Committee
say
they
became
discontented
with
J.
Herman Blake when he
decided not to fill an
academic dean vacancy,
and assume the duties
himself.
Blake, in his resignation
statement, said he is leaving
Toogaloo to take on new
challenges.

TENSIONS
FROM PAGE 1

other schools have suffered
heightened racial tensions
or protests the past few
months for lagging campus
efforts to recruit black
students.
The schools themselves are
to blame, some say.
"I don't think colleges are
putting the effort into
recruitment (of blacks) that
they did in the 1960s and
1970s," says Robert Ethridge
of the American Association
of Affirmative Action
Officers.
'The federal money is not
there to help with special
program~
and financial
aid" he continued. "The
fo ds say s t ates should
fin ance these programs, but
state funds are being cut
everywhere so there's no one
there to pick up this slack
Ethridge l!ote fewer black
tudents fl.re '·illing to
attend predominantl
-hite
school . ith tighter federal
financial aid re tr· ction
m n • are opting for
sm lier cheaper co le(Te
bl ck allege or no col e e
at 11.
nd e en l r er c mpuse.:

STANFORD FACULTY SENATE
TO REVIEW REAGAN
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY
PLANS
Twelve former Senate
chairmen want the library
scaled down or moved
farther from the center of
campus.
The group wants the Board
of Trustees to postpone
making final plans for the
library until such changes
can be made.
Meanwhile, officials of the
Hoover Institution, a
conservative think tank
located at Stanford, say the
original plan has won all
necessary approvals, and
should be built to current size
and location specifications.
But, "the library is simply
too large and the expected
level of usage too high" for
the proposed 20-acre site,
faculty leaders say.
INDUSTRY, MILITARY
RETIREES EAGER TO TEACH
A National Executive
Service Corps study shows 70
percent of highly skilled
industry professionals and
80 percent of military
officers would consider
teaching after retirement,
depending on necessary
qualifications and the
proximity of schools to their
homes.
"At least 50,000 scientists
and engineers are exp~cted
to retire from industry
annually," says NESC
spokesman Andrew Popp. "It
is obvious that this largely
ignored and untapped pool of
well-trained and educated
men and women can make
an enormous difference if
the education community is
prepared to accept and work
with them."
Only 29 percent of
scientists and engineers
expressed no interest in
teaching.

that actively recruit blacks
can't persuade them to
enroll.
"The grapevine makes
recruitment hard work,"
Ethridge explains, "because
black students who feel lost
or looked down on at a
particular school spread the
word, and few minority
students will want to go
there. The negative climate
is thus spread."
Even at UM, which Rev.
Jesse Jackson last week
called a "light" in the
current "darkness" of
racism
on
American
campuses, black students
often feel lost or patronized.
"I feel very isolated at
times," Ransby admits.
"The fact that I'm a minority
is underscored at every turn
in a university town. Social
activities are geared to white
st udents. That migh.t be
diffe rent in an urban area
wi t h a large minority
population ."
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FOR 20 MILLION PEOPLE, IT'S MONEY IN THE BANK.

m

Sign up wherevervou have a cheeking orsavings account.

The Advertising Council
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Operations ~

A SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
George Alan Yarko
D.D.S.
•Initial
Exam

11776 E. Colonial Dr.,
Corner of Alafaya Trail &
E. Hwy. 50

•2 Bitewing
X-Rays
•Cleaning &
Polishing

FAMILY & COSMETIC DENTISTRY

I

I [•••]

·--------- .__________________________.

I Expires: 4-30-87
I
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Your Neighborhood Dentist Is Here To Help.

Is Jcelanda1r

•

•

•

lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Orlando
is only $699 round trip!
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical
Eurailpasses are available.

•

• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*

•

• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19
European Countries.**
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
Frankfurt.
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington

and Orlando.
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2For1
Present this ad and you'll pay foronly
when you order two
one. Each comes with
Sukiyaki Steak and d~ appetizer, soup,

Chicken dinners ~~~

»1i

salad, Japanese

at $15.50, or two
~.»· vegetables and
Sukiya~i Steak ~~ Green Tea.
a~d Shnmp ~~ Offer expires
dmnersat$17.50,
~
April 30, 1987_
p
JI
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SAMURAI
JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE

I
II
I
I
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I
CFFTH I
I

----------------3911 East Colonial Drive, Or Call 896-9696
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IMANAGEMENT TRAINEES
~

I

~
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We're Frustrated...
HERE WE ARE, A WELL-RESPECTED wALL STREET
FIRM, WITH OVER 500,000 CLIENTS, OFFICES
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, AND OVER $4

~ BILLION IN ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT.

Here's Why...
~

Our business is booming, and our sales representatives,
managers and management trainees are making more
money than ever before, but we don't have enough
. people to handle all the business we can do.

~

;:_.,~·:

I

We need Management Trainees NOW!!
How often do you hear that, these days? Here's a
good reason to contact us now! 220 Maganement
Trainees have been promoted to Division Manager
since 1980, and our goal is to promote 400 more in
the next 2 years. No experience is required. We
train thoroughly.

Call or Regional Training Center at
339-5464
..•.•.• . •'

Ask for Mr. Morrell
...... ............................ .,,. ........... .. . ..........., ................,,,.........,,,, . .......... ······
·.·~···
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HOFF AN
FROM PAGE l
citizens having to prove themselves by
taking a "Loyalty Oath." In the '80s, we
have religious fundamentalists running
rampant and the drug hysteria causing
American citizens to have to prove
themselves again by urinating in a cup."
He said that in the early '60s, a minority of
young people rebelled against the
materialistic 'keep up with the Joneses
mentality. Segregation in the South was the
first key issue focused upon," Hoffman
continued. "As a matter of fact, when
television was first introduced, the South
African regime sent delegates to the U.S. to
learn our racial oppressive techniques.
They wanted to apply this low-key method of
oppression to their black citizens
(apartheid).
"After the civil rights movement gained
momentum in the South, political activists
needed an issue to stimulate the
Northerners. They focused on the already
10-year-old war, Vietnam (a covert CIA
war).
"The parallels between Vietnam and
South America are enormous. We are
already six years into the covert CIA war
with Central America. Our soldiers are
again slaughtering Central American
citizens. Just like the 'free fire zones' in
Vietnam (designated areas where anything
that moved was killed), heat-seeking
missiles are currently dropped in Central
American villages from airplanes and
helicopters.
"Several years ago, Ollie North
distributed Phoenix Project pamphlets (it
outlined how the CIA used specialized forces
fo s~lectively assassinate Viet Cong
operatives) in South America.
"The initial '60s protest against American
segregation and the '80s rebirth movement
against South African apertheid are very
similar. Eventt .ally interest may
encompass the Central American issue just
like Vietnam.
"I consider myself an American
dissident- as opposed to Russian dissident."
1

He was one of the members of the Chicago
Seven ho ent on trial for conducting antiwar demonstrations at the 1968 Democratic
ationa1 Convention.
In 1976, the CIA as brought up before
Senator Frank Church's investigative
committee and its domestic spying was
unco ered. "The CIA was spying on
outspoken people Jike Jane Fonda, Dr. Spock
and me to name a few," said Hoffman.
Hoffman ent underground in 1974 and
resurfaced in 1980. He found the political
campus atmosphere to be dead.
.
'Now, however, there is a resurgence," he
said. "Campus outcry against apartheid has
really peaked. Students are realizing that by
attending a University with South African
ties, they cannot claim to abhor apartheid.
Divestment really does make a difference.
"All viable causes must start at a local
level. The first phase begins by protesting a
tangible cause you can realistically change
or alter. Don't waste your time on a
monumental problem (ending world
hunger) or worthless causes that will
eventually lose steam.
''Young people are what make revolutions
and social change. They have the energy,
creativity and impatience. Social issues
frequently come up against apathetic people
and responses. Organizers are needed;
problems need to be solved- not complained
about.
"There are only about nine people under 30
who I trust and they are all organizers. Amy
Carter is one of the nine activists. Her
political instincts are very sharp. I believe
she may be the first female president.
"A counter-culture is always needed to
question authority, see beyond the facade
and pay attention to subversive acts. Social
change has no end or final chapter. Justice
requires constant vigilance and pressure." .
Hoffman concluded that, "Besides the
resurgance of student political activism,
realistic movies with a statement (such as
Platoon) appear to be temporarily replacing
the Tom Cruise and Rambo mentality. The
crumbling of Wall Street, overzealous
religions and Actor and Chief, Reagan, are
all good signs."

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
•
•
•
•

Full-Size Washer & Dryer
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Range

• Paddle Fan
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Builder will pay for title
insurance

Within walking distance from UCF
Affordable prices start in the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedroom's
CALL 275-9100

9. 1987.5

• Builder will pay four points for t~
mortgage amount towards closing costs
• Builder will provide a 10-year
"Home Buyers Warranty"
___u_N_IV_ER_S_ITY_BL_v._o_.- - - - - ~

U.C.F.

~ ·--~

SHERWOOD
FOREST

~

LOKANOTSA TR.
HWY50
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WOMEN
FROM PAGE 3
---------------Project on the Status and Education of
Women, still have a harder time being
promoted to assistant and full professorships
than their male counterparts.
"Women professors make less money
than male professors at every rank," says
Julie Ehrhart of the Association of
American Colleges, which funded the
January report.
In most cases, Ehrhart says, women are
"grouped in the lower ranks," regardless of
their education or experience. "(Women)
are hired as lecturers, part-timers and
assistant professors," he said, leaving the
full professorships to men.
But even when women become full
professors, they tend to make less money.
"There are some factors that can't be
explained in any other way" than as sex

AID
FROM PAGE 3
to students at the United
Negro College Fund's 43member institutions. That
figure dropped to 37 percent
in 1984-85, the "Access to
Education" study found.
But Bruce Carnes of the
U.S. Education Department
disputes there is even a
signifi cant drop in the
number of black students on
campuses, much less that

PLEASE!
IIDUJJ~~J1rn;

W@UJJill
~rn;&°Iflfil~J1°If

discrimination, Ehrhart says.
She hopes the court's endorsement of
affirmative action will lead "universities
(to) review their own policies. And people
lobbying for equity will have more
legitimacy.
"Quite possibly, a lot more suits will be
filed by women. At least, people will be
talking" about the ruling.
The decision is important, adds Donna
Shavlik of the American Council on
Education's Office of Women in Education,
because "it upholds the value of affirmative
action as a concept."
NOW's Spitzer is even more hopeful.

Term Paper

WASTELAND

"(The decision) will have an enormous
impact on hiring practices," she said. "It
allows companies and institutions to
institute voluntary affirmative action plans
that they were previously afraid of, because
of (reverse discrimination) suits like Mr.
Johnson's (the plaintiff in the case)."

federal policies may have
caused it.
Calling the report's
allegations "false, pathetic
and malicious," Carnes
says 19.8 percent of the
nation's 18- to 24-year-old
blacks attended college in
1985- a drop of nearly three
percent from 1976- but the
percentage is climbing.
"From what ·we can tell,
(black students) are going to
college in greater numbers
than in the past six or seven
years," Carnes said:
Yet,
the
American

Association of State Colleges
and Universities claims the
number of black students
attending college has
dropped by 11 percent since
1976, even though 30 percent
more black teens are
completing high school.

Save Yourself·
Leave it to Executive Support Centers, Inc.

"We're experiencing a
decline in enrollment," says
Selma University's Jackson.
"We're going to try to raise
funds for scholarships for
students who don't qualify
for grant's."

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT

AREN'T

CENTERS, INC.

YOU
WORTH
IT?

(In The Research Pavillion)

275·6455

'FREE PHONES!
Student Government has made available FREE Student Phones
Take Advantage of the Courtesy Phones
for all of Your Local Calls
,,

LOCATIONS
Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg.••••••••••••• 2nd Floor
Chemistry Building
Administration Bldg.••••••••••••••• 1st & 2nd Floors
Educ_ati~n Building .

~

Student Services Building •••••••• Across from Bookstore
Computer Center II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Near Lab
Engineering Building•••••••••••••••••••••lst & 2nd Floors
Student Center •••••••••••••••• Across from Knight's Den
Howard Phillips Hall ••••••••••••••••••••• 1st & 2nd Floors
Biology Building•.•.•.• ••••••••••••••••• 2nd Floor Lounge
Library••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2nd & 3:rd Floors

•
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We need your help
to fight off second

~~!:h~F~ridais~=~=~a~o~ last

t

met
Saturday, the main topic of discussion was the
propo.sed tuition raise.
That's right, while this is a subject that is going
to directly touch your life, more importantly, is it
going to directly touch your wallet.
Last year the legislature decided on what the
tuition increases would be through this summer.
That's the tuition you're getting ready to pay right
now.
This gets a little tricky, so hang with me.
The Fall and Spring increases that you just
paid were included in the last fiscal year. The
total amount of last year's increases came in at
about $6.9 million.
That may sound like a lot - and it is - but it was
probably a fair enough amount for students to
pitch in. So, in all fairness, we might expect to
pay a little more this fiscal year than last.
In their infinite wisdom, the legislature has
already allowed for this. The tuition raises that
they approved for this summer will go on this
fiscal year. Summer tuition increases alone will
generate $7.6 million in new money.
Mark that point. In the Summer alone, Florida
will get almost a million new dollars more than
it got over the entire fiscal year last year. Fine,
we will pay our fair share this Summer.
The problem is that the legislature is looking to
make more tuition increases for the Fall and
Spring of this year - a double increase.
Obviously, they are simply overlooking the fact
that they have already taken care of the raises for
this year.
Think about it, if the system that the Board of
Regents is suggesting were to be passed it would
raise another $6.4 million in new money for this
fiscal year. That, when added to the Summer
increases would mean a total of $14 million in
new money for the state this year.
Compare that to last year's total of $7.6 million.
It would hardly be a fair amount for students to
have to shoulder.
Remember, the legislative session is coming
up. If we as students sit quietly by, these increases
are bound to go unchallenged.
When the session comes around, the FSA will
be there representing you the-students. However,
probably the single greatest obstacle it faces is a
lack of interest on the part of students.
If the legislators see that the FSA does not have
the backing of the everyday student, its position
will be that much weaker.
No, you don't have to road trip to Tallahassee to
make your point, just mail a letter.

You can write to Tony Jennings, The Florida
Senate, Tallahassee FL, 32399-1100 and Richard
Crotty, The Florida House of Representatives,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100. Remember, the
wallet you save may be your own.

1fi:'rhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816 (305) Z75-2601 or Z75-2865
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Commie markets invade U.S.A.
The commies are coming: Don't look now, but
there's a threat more serious to our beloved
America than those nasty Sandinistas in Central
America. What's worse, this threat is already
well established in Orlando. This threat is well
disguised as a supermarket.
That's right. I'm talking about Xtra Super Food
Centers. Allow me to present the evidence:
• When you shop at Xtra, you're barraged by
messages booming from the store's numerous
loudspeakers. Obviously an attempt by those dirty
commies at stuffing our brains with subliminal
suggestions. Like me, if you've shopped at Xtra
much, you've noticed yourself actually believing
th&t Mr. Gorbachev's new "openness policy" is
for real. Don't be fooled! You're falling prey to a
communist plot.
• Xtra's ads sound like they're written by
someone who interned at Pravda. (Take a look at
the classified ads page to see what I mean.)
• The employees at Xtra don't spe_a k English.
They speak the same tongue Fidel Castro does.
(For that,· I'm going to get lots of nasty letters
from a whole bunch of descent Spanish-speaking
people who think I'm serious about all this.) And
Xtra employees get real annoyed if you insist on
using English. When I'm checking out I say,
"Hey, I don't speak any Latin tongues, babe." She
responds with something in Spanish and a real
dirty look. Try asking a stock boy where the hot
dogs are. He'll shrug and just point at the caviar.

Hmm. Caviar-there's another reason to
suspect those folks.
Mark my words. One of these days Xtra will
corner the- supermarket industry and we'll all be
waiting in line to buy our bread and butter from a
bunch of people who don't speak English. Next
thing you know, they'll be pulling armored
personnel carriers out of those big warehouses.
A challenge: All right, SG elections are out of
the way and no one is really surprised at the
outcome. But now I've got a challenge for victors
Roy "The Godfather" Reid and J.J. "Menudo
Face" Mandato.
You guys promised some new and innovative
stuff. Not such a big deal. Every candidate in
every SG election as long as I can remember has
promised a new, , fair way of funding
organizations on campus.
Well, I'm a cynic guys. I think SG will be pretty
much the same as it has been. Prove me wrong.
Do some really incredibly great things. And if •
you can't pull that off, try a real sleazy scandal or
two. We haven't seen one of those in a few years.

Future to beat S. G. softball dogs

~g~~f~tl~~~f~i 11111~1~~~;~~~~=:l~~~[.[;;

annual politician - journalist
softball game.
Let's look back to one year ago,
when (ahem) yours truly was the
coach of the fighting journalists.
FindinP' ourselves down, 12-10,
going i ..o the bottom of the seventh, he fighting journalists
scored 4 runs in their last two
at-bats to rout the Student Govemment dogs, 24-14.
It was bruta , folks.
This year, some things have
changed. The coaching reigns
have been handed over to the capable hands of Sports Editor Kathy Johnson. She's drilling us
hard in prepara ·on for the big
match up. Student Government
is itching for revenge. At least, I

think they are. They should be,
after letting a bunch of know-itall journalists thump them last
year.
Yet, when the dust settles and
the smoke clears, the results
should be the same. The Central
Florida Future should win by at
least five runs. (As I say this,
many shiTtless, broke collegians, fresh off my prediction of
Indiana to win the CAA championship. by much more than one
point, are laughing. To them I
say, 'Guys, trust me on this one.
I know it's right this time.')
Game time on the 17th is 4 p.11'.
If you get a chance, you should
come out to the softba11 fields to

one of the top hitters in our allstar sports section, which ineludes Haji Salinas, the WallyGator and some guest columnist
clown named Witty or some- •
thing -like that.
Oh yea, KJ. runs the show. It's
nice to see her in that section
again.
Finally: As you noticed, no
grapevine, no nothing in this
column. It's because I wasn't expecting to write this issue. The
Hfe of a swing columnist Cone
who writes when others can't, or "
when there are letters present) is
rough sometimes. It usually
takes a whole week to think of
one good idea and on y a weekend to lose it.

e Central Ro ·da Futu e.
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COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

ACROSS

1 Advantage
5 Halt
- 9 Health resort
12 Gaseous
element
13 Prong
14 Temporary bed
't 15 Spanish article
16 River in Belgium
18 Macaw
20 Printer's
measure
.. 22 Spoken
24 Fish sauce
27 High cards
29 Redact
31 Cloth measure
32 Declare
34 Kind of cheese
36 Babylonian
deity
37 Sarcasm
39 Emits vapor
41 Hebrew month
42 Tears
44 Precipitous
• 45 Sick
47 Location

49 Sea eagles

11 Because of

50 Jump

17 Therefore
19 Sun god
21 Flesh

52 Stuff
54 Old Testament:
abbr.
55 Beverage
57 Region
59 Indian mulberry
61 Enemy
63 Twirl
65 Unit of Italian
currency: pl.
67 Sin
68 Transfixes
69 Lads

DOWN
1 Single
2 Delightful
3 Execute
4 Vessel's curved
planking
5 Cubic meter
6 Angry outburst
7 Running
8 Edible seed
9 Weighing
machine
10 River in Italy

23 Covers
25 Fundamental
26 Embraces
27 Attack
28 Mix
30 Makes lace
33 Goddess of
discord
35 Apportion
38 Heroic event
40 Danish island
43 Draw tight
46 Tardier
48 Merits
51 Hebrew letter
53 Coroner: abbr.
56 Viper
58 Priest's
vestment
60 French plural
article
61 Symbol for iron
62 Either
64 Greek letter
66 Maiden loved by
Zeus

Drink a 12-ounce can of beer, a ~ounce
glass of wine or 1 and 1/2 ounces of
whiskey and the effect is the same: the
alcohol quickly enters your bloodstream
~d begins circulating in brain tissue.

by

h·y

HOW DRINKING AFFECTS THE DRIVER

B.A.C.C.H.U.S

Here is what happens when a 150-pound
person drinks beer. A given amount of
beer will affect a lighter person sooner: in
a heavier person, 1t will take a little
longer. Remember, beer has the same
effect as wine or liquor.
One beer in 15 minutes
You have a sllght buzz. YOIU CAN
DRIVE SAFELY AFfERAHALF-HOUR
WAIT.

Two beers in 30 minutes
You start to feel like you're getting high.
YOU CAN DRNE SAFELY AFTER A ONE

HOUR WAIT.
Three beers in one hour
Your emotions and behavior are
exaggerated. You'll be noisier or quieter.
YOU CAN DRNE SAFELY AFTERA
1WO-HOUR WAIT.
Four beers in two hours
You ha e a BAC (blood alcohol
c ncentrali n) of 0.12 percent o • r-th -drunk ltmit, according to llie
0.10 I w. You'll probably be clurn y and
taggerin . YOU
DRIVE SAFELY
ER THREE-HOUR W:AIT.

~I ichael

On April 10th during

GREEK WEEK!
Broug t to yo by the D ug and Alco ol Awareness
Center an 8 .A.C.C.H.U.S

Duplex tor rent 2 bdrm-2 bthrm
washer/dryer. dishwasher. mini/vertical.
Close to UCF $390 mo call days 290-0911
after 6 p.m. 862-3188

Alpha Tau omega

Apnl 12 Founder's day end of the year
Cl\Nords banquet. Sheraton Maitland ls
the place and Bobby Provost IS the
tocel (you need to talk to).

Female Rm. Share Executive home
furnished bedrm. Kitchen and more In
Christian Environment References. 6798222 5230.CXJ mth

TT&80 PC-3 for sale

Zeta Tau Alpha
Hey Greeks! Good luck this week! Let's
all get together and really have o blast
this Greek Week. Forget about the
books tor o while and remember to
catch the wove with ZTAI
·
Go Pl Phil Go Pi Phil Goi Lookin' good out
there this week Angels keep aiming high
with those arrows! Don't forget the rush
workshop this Sunday, April 12 at 8:45
a .m.-4 p.m. See Stoey or the
Arrowboord tor place Pi Phi ... You Beta
believe!

Vo Greeks and Clubs!
Get psyched for the summer classified
special. Check your mailbox tor more
info or coll Mike at 275-2601.

College Democrats
Membership is open to all students.
Meetings ore held every Tue. in STUDENT
CENTER ROOM 217 at 6 p.m. Need more
info. please leave message on answer
machine by calling 275-4394.

Omicron Dena Epsllon
The Economics Honors Society open to
all students with an interest in
Economics. For more lntonnatlon call
Rob Alexander at the Economics
Department 275-2465.

Pl Sigma Epsllon
Congratulations to our new officers
VP Personnel-Jim Haithcock
Exec. Sec.-Kerry Gibson
VP Operations-Paul Blrutus
VP Finance-Scott Gilliand

UCF Alkldo Club
Japanese
fine
art
self defense
coordination mental and physical
training. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat
9-llam Sun 1-3 pm Multipurpose room
Education Bldg.
Students tor George Bush-now In
formation stage. If Interested call Brian
at 425-1802.

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
We wlil be having a meeting this Fri at
7:30 p.m. in SOL. There will be a speaker
this week. All are welcome. There will
also be food. fun and fellowship. Call
Suresh 658- 7800-lnfo.

Pl Sigma Epsilon
tmA THEYRE BACK Atm
The Dead Pigs will be In concert at the
Pub on Tuesday April 14th!! 53.00 all you
can drink.
BE 1HERE OR BE 0

Non-smoking.
responsible,
clean
roommate for private, furnished room
and both. Washer/dryer. No pets. Two
miles from UCF@ Dean & University. $250
Covers all. Leave message at 679-2473.
Female roommate needed, Fox Hunt
Lanes, $119 a month+ 1/4 utilities please
call evenings 281-0346, move in May lstl
Share 3bdnn/2bo house. 1 mlle from
UCF $190/mo + 1/3 until. Avail May 1. 2823614 eves/wkends.
Female rm. share 3br/2bath with one
other. Full utilities. $240 + dep. + 1/2
expenses. Make your own lease I call 2778226 Susan or 30.5 461-5365.

l .4K and full
BAS.LC. language. $30 O.B.O. Call
Mike at281-7414 evenings.

Water bed Queen size mattress for sale
$25671-7293
Nikon Camera Set-up
Nikon FM2. Nikon Motor drive. and
various lenses. Must sell. Contact Joe H339.¢240 W-¢28-4859
Graduating? Great! Put yourself In a new
or used car w ith 90-days deferred
payments. To qualify dial 678-1717 and
ask fOf Billy Betterton.

Babysitter needed for active 11 mo. old
boy. Afternoons. ave 8-10 hrs per week
S3 per hour. Must be dependab e and
cheerful Maitland area Call 629-1259
TELEMARKETING REPRESENTATIVE
Part time evening position w ith Piute
Home Corp available. We need a
pleosont
phone voice
and
an
enthusiastic personality. We offer on
hourly wage plus an excellent bonus
system. For an opportunity to learn our
exciting Industry. please call Laurie
MC150n at 295-377 7.
Summer Internship for Carnation Ice
Cream Merchandiser 40 hrs per week
competitive hourly rate must have own
car junior and seniors coll 657-6021 for
Interview.
Expanding retail flnn Is looking for full and
part time summer sales help. No
experience required. Days. nights. and
weekends hours available. Hourly plus
commission average pay 55.00 to
Sl0.00 per hour. Great summer job for
college students. Recreational Factory
Warehouse 291-1604 Mr. Martin.

Queen
size
waterbed
for sale.
Headboard. mattress. heater, & liner. All
must go. Contact Joe - 339-6240
Twin beds mattresses & boxsprlngs
matching dresser $250 275-8887

Female needs same for 2b/2b, 1 mile
from UCF. All appl., $200 + 1/2. contact
Julie 281-4584 otter 7:00 p .m. or leave
message at work 423-3426.

1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme PS,
PB. PW and more. Perfectly running and
stereo/Hi-Fl. Leaving Orlando to Study
abroad. Must sell to pay for trip. Asking
only $2750. Cali Dan at 699-6839.

Female roommate wanted to share 2
pedroom 2 1/2 both apt. $225 a month
call Joyce at 27 3-8360.

1983 Audi 4000S-S300.00 over loan.
Loaded Incl. Blaupunkt. tint. alloys and
spoiler. $6200.00 894-1168

Financial aid for college is available
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Coll 1-800-USA1221 ext0627

1976 Honda Civic, 5 speed, good cond,
great gas mileage, runs excellent. $1000
coli Mark-273-0275

FOREIGN STUDENTS: Get a job before
you graduate and stay In US under new
lbw. Send $19.95 for this step-by-step
guide. Young & Co .• PO Box 241090,
Memphis TN 38124-1 o<XJ

•1r••
Avoid Alafaya Trail Traffic! Have 2bnn ..
2bth. duplex with washer and dryer.
Have to break lease because · of
medical reasons. Need to taker over as
of May lst. Please Helpl Call 273-6744
ask for Shelley.
Furnished 2 bdrm apt. 2 1/2 both. Close
to UCF. Wash/dryer. 440/mo. T:658-8876
Horse welcome. Housemate wanted,
own BR, both on small form 8 miles to
UCF. Non-smoking. 5250/m, 365-7581.

1 Month FREE RENT - New Units
$200.00 Security Deposit
No AppRcation Fee
Pool &Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 full baths
washer/dryer hook-ups. mini-blinds
UCF/MartinArea
student and Family Sections
Sussex Place
281-6393
Duplex for rent 2 br 2ba furn Sherwood
Forests. Microwave. alarm system
S450/moAVJ1May1 281-4198.

1979 Toyota Calica
condition 658-2628.

iiftback

ABORTION
SERVICES.
birth
control
information, pregnancy tests and
counselllng . VD screening, low cost,
confidential services and general
anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Organization

good

Townhouse 2br/2b, furnished, i mile to
UCF. 552.900. 850-8881or351-5656.

•11•11.11
Help earn $1000 weekly, stuffing
envelopes at home. Start Immediately
write: Hamilton Mailers, 5471 Lake Howell
Roacl. Suite 128, Winter Park, Florida
32792

Xtra Super Food Cente11
517 s. Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
The largest and most unique Food
center in Florida is looking for applicants"
to fill many part-time positions in Its
Universlty-436 location. This MegaMarket style store. would be an
excellent opportunity for people with
'conventional supermarker experience
to enhance their business job resume
and gain experience in the 'Marketing
Concepr of the future! Applications are
being conducted by gpoointrneot
each Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

TYPING. Fast. accurate. reasonable.
Close to campus. Call Berny 282-4168
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mDe from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Sa
day service available. IBM letter quality
word processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Excellent
typlng/wOrd
Editing. Theses. 273-7591.

processing.

Resumes ond cover letters
Designed I Revised I Typed- 65H1J79

Responsible female to share 2bdrm apt
across from UCF 182.50 275-3439

Very responsible non-smoker; 2 bed/2
bath. nearby; 220/mo.-Jo 273-6436

FAST TYPI G SE 1CE
Quick Professional Servlc
AR
prepared
on
commercial
word
processors for error free neatness. We
use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer
not dot-matrix. Free rough drotls and
revisions. Same day. weekend a
overnight service available. Over 14.500
satisfied students. Call 671-3007

JANUS CAREER SERVICES
Let us direct your career search. Resumes - Interviews - testing - support
until employed. Call 628- lo<XJ.

JOB RESUMES
Professional resumes service. "We do It
all' Expert services free consultation call
740-7435 J.O.B.S.
HYPNOSIS tor memory Improvement.
relaxation. bad habits, Insomnia, sports
perfection. Free consultation and
special student rates. Bill Hansen 3654743or679-0595
EARN up to $750 next weekend. Send S4
. Young & co., PO 241090, Memphis, TN
38124-1090

•ACTING SEMINARS"
Taught by State-Licensed; Awordw innlng Instructor 'Mr. Thomas Reich'
currently contacted for 3 films as
'costing director.'
Beginning and lntennedlate classes
cover (general acting. film & T.V ..
audition & Improvisation, character
development)
Advance seminar ends In a production
onfllm.
To reserve a seat call 'American
Casting' at 629-9237. Students will get
15% off of intern. & adv. classes with this
ad. & l.D . (limited space)

Executive word processing services
Tenn
papers,
theses,
resumes,
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Plc~r
up/delivery
service
available.
Academic needs may by professional
typist. 15% student discount 24 hour
message center 277-0329
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touchl 21 yrs experience. Perfection my
specialty Thesis expert coll Susie 273·
2300 days 647-4451 eves.
Typing
services
in
my
home.
Reasonable. Call Ruth Richards - 8947169.
Leave you term paper to us. Typl "
reasonable rates 699-4893 Bobby.
TYPING - accurate typing from your
copy. Resumes, term papers, notary. 8764126.
Fast efficient typing. Good Rates! 2miies from campus. Call 657-3502.
Automated Word-Processing Servi :
We do dissertations resumes tenn
papers and typing of any kind. contact:
Kathleen Widger 281-7612.

··-·

Dear Ted,
I wouldn't be caught dead at your
softball game! Furthermore. I donated
my Guess jeans to The Smlthsonion
Museum of American History so the
llfesize photo will be Impossible. You'll
hove to win this one on your own . Good
luck • and welcome bock to abuse-lanCU
Kim

Congratulations Snot.
I'm really proud of you and I'll stick by you
even though we have to go to Lo g
island.
Love.Jaws

Hey Greeks and Clubs
Checkyour mailboxfor info on the Summer club classified special
or call Mike at The Central Florida Futurel 275-2601.

•
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I 100/o Discount with I
II Coupon U.C.F.
l.D.
I
Expires May 10, 1987 I

T AKE A. 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK!
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
I
Where The Sun Always Shines!

Distributors of Wolff Sun System
•
•
•
•

Keep a Dark. Rich Tan All Year
Clean. Safe . . o Burnin~
Pri\ ale Room and . tu il, top · e penence our e"'
. C'Ll·:\1 • .\GE Tahlt>. I l \'l. ll FIH: ~.
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TOWER PLACE

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial Suite 113

FREE

East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

282-6 42

5 Visits for
$24.95

II

•

Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup

Coupon Expires May 10, 1987
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I
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A contemporary style 250 room hotel in Orlando's Quadrangle Business
Center. adiacent to the University of Central Florida. the Central Florida
Research Park and only 16 miles from the Orlando International Airport.
Complete meeti"i and banquet facilities. induding a theatre symposium. are
:available with a fitness center. outdoor pool and running course around a
30-aae lake. Also a business center and a concierge
have been designed with the experienced traveler
mind. f.njoyCELEBRATIONS. our unique
~
lounge and restaurantwherewec.elebrate
o~

ll..-

11,.,.

\ \~

our enjoyment.
WHERE TODAY MEETS THE FU1URE.

~

12125 High Tech Avenue• Orlando. Florida 32817 • 305/275-9000

LIVING WORLD
LUTHERAN CHURCH
a new Christian congregation serving the
East Orlando/U.C.F. area
David

J. Nixon, Pastor

277-7684

We are a new Christian congregation
right in your neighborhood. ·
Let us be your church away from home!
We welcome you to join us

KNIGHT OF THE DAY
Charlie Frazier
Charlie Frazier slammed two homers this past weekend to lead UCF to a victory over
Alabama. Frazier knocked a grand slam in the sixth inning (of a double header seven
inning game) to stretch the Knights out of the Tide's reach. He also had a key double
in the 12-6 win over the University of Florida last week.

Pro Choice: NBA,
If an athlete doesn't want to
go to college, why should he
have to?
Sometime in the summer
semester, when all the
college seasons have ended
for 1987, the NFL and the
NBA will have their· drafts:
only college students will be
on those draft boards.
Baseball will have its draft
then too, but the nation's
pastime will not just look at
college students. Baseball
will draft players out of high
school, Latin America and
maybe someday, Japan.
Why can't the NFL and the
NBA do the same? Why do
they limit themselves to
college students?_And why
does a great high school

football or basketball player

have to go to college to pursue
his career?
Many great high school
ball players choose to pursue
their sport as a career. If
their sport is baseball, they
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pl~ minor ka~e baseball.
If their sport is basketball or
football, they pursue the
minor leagues also, the
minor leagues of the NCAA.
The NCAA's two major
sports, basketball and
football, have developed into
minor leagues for the NBA
Often, the better the business school, the
and the NFL.
better your job opportunities.
If an athlete wants to play
So to increase your chances of getting into
ball for a Jiving, then why
your first-choice school. call Kaplan.
should he have no other
Enrollment in our GMAT prep course has
more than quadrupled since "MBA fever"
struck 1O years ago.
As a bonus, our GMAT prep includes
refresher math lessons and business school
admissions information.
Call Kaplan. In the business of business
school prep, we have _n o equal.
Worship at THE UNNERSITY QUALITY INN at the
comer of Alafaya and Colonial
EVERY SUNDAY at 10 O'Oock

Not all MBA's are

created equal.

choice except college.
Baseball gives the high
school player a choice. If
school is not his bag, then
why should he have no other
choice but college to turn to in
order to pursue his career?
Pete Rose once said he
wanted no part of going to
college.
Rose
barely
graduated from high school,
and he just wanted to play
baseball. He was able to do
that because baseball gave
him that choice.
It is true that an athlete is
much better off if he chooses
college. A minor league
baseball player gets paid
$5,000 for a summer job, and
if he gets cut, he can't go to
college. College will take
care of him for four, maybe
five years, and if he can't
make it in the big leagues, he
at least has a college
education to back him up the
rest of his life.
But if a baseball player is
not interested in college, he
does not have to go.
College athletics needs to
get back to the concept of
sports
being
an

extracurricular activity.
The reason football
developed into a once a week
event is because 100 years
ago, the Ivy League schools
didn't want their helmet-less
geniuses to flunk out of
school.
The
N-CAA
does
everything it can to compete
with the NFL and the NBA in
the !Jublic's eyes, yet it does
evet"ything it can possibly do
to keep its amateut" status.
Fra:1kly, they have been
air &teur in their attempts.
It's be~ause the NFL and
the NBA stay away from the
high school athfotes.
If I knew I could draft a
Bird right out of high school,
rd be damned if I'd wait four
years to draft him.
In fact, the NBA could
naturally set up a minor
league system like baseball.
What else is there to do with
the CBA?
The NFL won't set up a
minor league
system
because they say they want
college-educated players.
The way college football is
today, the NFL would be
better off with street-educated
players.
In the meantime, high
school
football
and
basketball players don't
have a choice. They must
pursue their careers in
college.

!KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

DON'T COMPETE Willi
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Classes Starting

May 6th
Call

678~8400

TIME OFF
Odie Koehnke is ready to catch an opponent trying to steal second base in a recent
game. The Knights are preparing for their series with cross-town rival Rollins College.
Game times: Tuesday at Rollins. 7: 15 p.m.; Wednesday at home, 6:00 p.m

right for "an end of spring
celebration."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"The semester is almost over and
Greek Week will be over at the end
Old will meet young Friday night of this week. Everyone will want to
in a football game to raise money for go out and have a good time, sort of
an athletic scholarship in honor of a like a homecoming in the spring."
UCF football player who died of
"I've seen them practice and
cancer.
Proceeds from the game, played they're not out of shape," wide
between current UCF football receiver Arnell Spencer said,
players and alumni athlet.es, will "they're just not in shape. They
benefit
the
"Craig
Swick won't be able to score on our
Scholarship Fund." Swick played defense."
defensive back for the Knights in
However, Gooch, who also coaches
1979.
the running backs for UCF, said that
The game is being sponsored by
the players should take the game
the UCF Varsity Lettermen's
serious. For some players, it might
Alumni Club (K-Club). President
mean a move up or down UCF's
Alan Gooch said that alumni of all depth chart.
sports are welcome to participate. So
"We're looking for some positions
far, more than 45 alumni have said to fill," Gooch said. "We're still
that they will play.
evaluating."
"This is a time to get everyone
The alumni team will be coached
together - - students, alumni and by UCF's first head football coach,
athletes," Gooch said.
_
Don Jonas. Game time is 8 p.m. at
GQoch e~ lained how the timing is the Florida Citrus Bowl.

by Scott Wollin

.--~~------:~r-~----------------------~------'I'""-----------

Scott Ryerson will be one of the 45 returning players to participate in the
Alum-Knights football game this Friday night. Kick off time is 8:00 p.m. at
Orlando Stadium. Ryerson played four years ('80-'83) at UCF .

Rec Services winds down
competition heats up

Big Bats out in front with five wins
and one loss. Outcasts are in second
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
with a 3-2 record, while Cornbread·
. .
.
Crew is a distant second with a 1-3
Co~pet~hon ?n Recreational record. Downtowners are a step back
Services is he~bng up. The floor with a 0-4 record.
·
hockey Fraternity A league has two
teams tied for the top spot.
Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Chi
In the sorority league, Tri Delta is
are both undefeated with records of 4-0 with Pi Beta Phi in a distant
5-0. The two teams will meet each second with a record of 2-1. In the
other next Tuesday at 4:00 for the Women's independent league,
fraternity championship.
Buddy That is ripping up the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is back at 3-2 division. They are undefeated with
while Pi Kappa Alpha is 2-2 on the a record od 4-0. The campus •
~l'!fi~~~~~~ season. Last Tuesday night Sigma championship between these two
::
Chi and Pike faced off in a tough 4-3 teams should prove to be one of the
match in favor of SX.
best games of the year.
HAVING A STROKE
In the softball league, Sigma
Here, one of UCF's successful men's squads is practicing in order to Alpha Epsilon is undefeated at 3-0-1. There is only one more week of
achieve perfection. This weekend, the Knights crew teams will partici- Lambda Chi Alpha is 3-1, and intramurales remaining until
pate in the Governer's Cup in Melbourne. The teams are looking toward Sigma Chi is 4-1. These three teams tournament time.
the national competition in May. They have three more meets until the round out the division leaders, with
Sign up for the A11-U-Tourney is
each of them able to capture the
May 8-9 season finale.
next Tuesday the 20th. The date is
campus title.
The independent men's league has for both floor hockey and softball. ,

Stoff Report

Leonard/Hagler should go again
Sugar Ray Leonard should have
knocked out Marvelous Marvin
Hagler. Then again, the vice versa
would have been fine too.
Heck, I might have even been able to
ut up with a unanimous decision. But
the one thing that we could not have in a
iaht of this kind \•as a split decision.
Unfortuna ely, that's just ·vhat we got.
Think about it, who is going to be
happy with a fight in which there was
no clear victor_ I'm not. the press is not
and neither of the· fighters are.
Leonard. howe ·er will probably not
make hi position on that one public.
They say a 56-7 superbowl is boring.
foybe, but there is definitely no
question about who was the winner. No
one will say, "The damn ref was out to
get us, did you see that bad call?"
No those games die quietly:
Such vill not be the case here. Hagler
says he was ripped off. The sports
media spent the day arguing over
whether the decision was a good one or
not. o one is resting easy.
Leonard said he was not coming out
of retirement. He said he just wanted
this one fight. He srud he knew he could
beat Hagler.
Sorry, Sugar, you didn t do what you
said you would. You defeated Hagler,
but you did not beat him. Only a
A

ItWit

knockout would have accomplished
that.
To top it all off. some members of the
press are saying that Hagler should
retire. Yeah, when you lose that first
fight you might as well throw in the
towel. Tell that to all of the young upand-coming fighters and see how
many you have left.
Lets face it, there is only one solution
to this fight. Leonard cannot just fade
back into the role of a mediocre
sportscaster and Hagler cannot retire.
They both still have something to
prove to us. Yep, guys, we still want to
know just who is the greatest fighter of
our day.
A split decision isn't good enough.
We want a 50-point game- a knockout
if you will.
If you haven't guessed where this has
been heading, the solution is an easy
one. Let's get out the gloves and go at it
again. You guys started this, it's up to
you to finish it.
One more time ...

Roland Dub9/Centrd Florido fufixe

Last Chance
The UCF men's tennis team will wrap up their season today. The
,
Knights will take on Samona State in a 2:00 match on the UCF courts.

The entertainment and feature supplement of ~e Central Florida Future

by Logan Belle
Have you ever wondered
where you can go if you
want to be an ancient
:warrior fighting evil
wizards? How about a
traveller through time and.
space? Did you ever want to
fight the evil of the world
with your very own super
powers, or just sit back and
relax underneath the shade
of a tree in Milo's Meadow?
Well, all this is possible.
But, you can't find places
like these in any movie
theater or video arcade.
Enterprise 1701 is the only
store that can offer you all
this and more.
It all started back in 1976
when the current owner of
Enterprise 1701 had a
"stroke of luck" and met
someone at a Star Trek
convention that was about
ready. to open up a business.
After being a manager in
that business, and then a
partner for three years,
Frank Dowler finally
bought his parter out and
the
business
was his.
During its 11 year
existence, Enterprise 1701
has become the most well
known store in the Orlando
area for the growing science
fiction/fantasy population.
"Eleven years in the
business, we must be doing
something right," says
Dowler.
' Dowler says that
he
considers his interest in
science fiction/fantasy a
more
media related
interest, and claims that
the store didn't start out as
a business proposition. "It
was just a very strong
interest really."
Dowler says that he
doesn't have a nose for
business, but over the years
he has learned the trade
and has been doing a good
job of keeping things in
relative order. He admits
though that it will be hard
for him as be tries to
expand his business into a
place that has something
for everyone. "We want to
have game areas and
meeting rooms for dilferent
clubs that are forming ...

Dowler also says that
business for the store has
been growing everyday, but
the boom in sales comes
with
its
share
of
problems. "It causes lots of
problems in itself. There
are a lot of headaches, but
they are good headaches ...
One of the factors that
contribute to the popularity
of the store is the fact that
they try to stock items that
the public wants. Not only
that, but if the stores
general
merchandise
touches on the boundaries
of a new product. Enterprise
1701 will try to carry as
much reference material on
it that is needed. "Once we
get into something and it
seems successful, we spread
out with it," says Dowler.
When it comes to trends,
however, Enterprise 1701
tries not to follow as closely
as other stores. Dowler
prefers to leave the trends
and fads to the major
industries. "They could
undersell us. Their selling
price is about what our
normal buying price is."
Trends can sometimes help
out the science fiction/
fantasy busines&. If a film
or TV show is popular
enough to have its own line
of merchandise. then the
chance of a profit is likely.
As Dowler puts it, "Star
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Trek was considered a trend
at one time, but it proved
itself to be far more long
living." Dowler also stated
that as long as a film is in
the public eye, its
merchandise will do well.
"Star Wars is a prime
example. It had its seven
year run, but unless George
(Lucas) comes out with
another movie, it's dead."
Dowler admits that there
are a growing number of
science fiction fans out
there
who
collect.
Sometimes the store has
trouble keeping up with all
the demands. "It's not a big
market, but it's a hardcore
market. It's an aggressive
market. Back issues of
certain comic books have
been a popular item. ..
Dowler believes that the
two major comic book
companies, Marvel and DC,
are attempting to get a
bigger audience by trying
many new and sometime
drastic changes.
The recent revamping of
Batman in the "Dark
Knight" series has escalated
in value to $25 for the first
issue, according to The
Overstreet Comics Price
Bulletin. The same thing
goes for the changes in he
Superman character. Even
SEE ENTERPRISE PAGE 8
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Filmmakers get their start in film fest

ca1enaar

by Alain Levi

• THEKINGANDI

Every filmmaker must
start somewhere. The
direction and lighting and
cutting that you never
notice on screen are the
product of many years of
apprenticeship
and
learning and devotion.
Most people never see the
early product of aspiring
moviemakers. Outside the
odd cable special there is
little demand and no
market for short films. the
staple
of
young
filmmakers.
Their route is formal
competition,
film
competition like the
Academy Awards, but the
prize is not national
recognition. What the
winner gets is the impetus,
if he is devoted, to make
more films, maybe win
another contest, and
hopefully maybe if he's
lucky and knows the right
people break into feature
films.
The Association of
Cinematic Arts, a local
group of filmmakers who
each year sponsor a
nationwide contest for
good amateur film, this
year will hold the festival
at UCF.
Dr. Giles Hoglin, UCF film
professor and judge in past
festivals, says in the
festival's program , "It is
particularly appropriate
for us to focus on film as a
creative medium, and
especially on the output of
those young artists whose
freshness, candor, and
novelty foreshadow the
professional products they
will provide for national
enjoyment some day."

Rodger
and Hanun rst in's
r-popular The King and I
opened Aptil 7 at TI1 Mark 1\vo
Dinn r Thcaler in Orlando.
This production tars actor Ra '
Mic-he! a th Kin and co tar
his wife . Elizabeth Ml h l as
Anna. The Mark 1\ o Dinn r
Theater is lo at d at Par
Edgewater
Drtv
in
th
Edgewater
Plaza.
For
inlormatlon and reservations
call 843-MARK.
C\

• A HAPPY FELLOW
A Happy F'eUow is presented by

mime/clown Ronlin Foreman
of Alabama. This lighthearted
episode takes place in a
patchwork
universe
of
doughnuts, chicken feathers
and laughter! A Happy Fellow
will be performed April 24 and
25 and May 1 through 3.
Performances are schedufcd for
2 p.m. and 8 p. m. at the Loch
Haven Center for the Arts.
Tickets for each show are $7.
For information call 859-2726.
•KANSAS
Kansas will perform a night of
hits old and new in concert at
the Ocean Center in Daytona
Beach on April 23 at 8 p.m.
Tickets
are
$14
general
admission and available at all
Select-A-Seat Outlets anrl the
Ocean Center Box Office. for
information call (904) 2544545.

Says member Brendan
Nelson, "It's a chance for
me to see the product of
non-professionals trying to
make good films on a
limited budget."
Will Campbell, president
of the ACA, agrees. Thoui?;h

entries in the smalfer
Super-8 film, or VHS
formats can cost into the
thousands, its good for
amateur filmmakers to see
films that don't cost
"millions and millions of
dollars."
-

The appeal of these films
is in their stories and
experimentation with film
form. The polish of
Hollywood films is usually
absent from these films.
But in its place is the joy of
raw talent expressing itself
in a lively and uniquely
entertaining medium.
There are four categories
for entries: animation,
drama, documentary, and
comedy.
The films are
judged on their technical
and aesthetic aspects. The
technical requirements
include editing·, 1.itles,
lighting,. sound, and camera
SEE FILM PAGE 4

U2's LP has mesmerizing atmosphere
musical excursion.
With the release of The Joshua 'Iree,
U2, The Joshua 'Iree (Island). It's been U2 ceases its status as a rock group
a long time since an album has had and becomes a musical entity.
this much atmosphere. At times, the Grade: A
music's eerie; at other times, it's
soothing; always, it's mesmerizing.
LOCAL GRO~ OF 1:BE WEEK
.
The effect of the album is like an Chaos, Straight to t le Top. You rmght
ocean wave. It engulfs and carries the have read a recent feature about
listener away.
Chaos a few weeks ago in this
There isn't a bad cut on The Joshua newspaper. They're a band that's
Tree. Although "Where the Streets determined to make it. If this fourHave No Name.. is the present single, song cassette is any indication, Chaos
any song on the LP could be selected is well on its way down the yellow
for radio air play and be equally brick road.
successful.
The title track. in particular, stands
The highlight of the album is the out among this collection. Mitch
music. It's never domineering but Siegal's keyboards are tastefully
rather quiet and restrained. The combined with the guitar of Chris
Edge's guitar lines in particular, Morley to create a tune that
propel each song to its understated maintains listener interest from start
conclusion.
And
keyboard to finish.
contributions from producer Brian Another standout is .. Girl Don't
Eno are never obtrusive.
Leave Me." Lead singer Lampasone
As well, Bono's vocals are up to snuff exercises his lung capacity on this
on this outing, weaving in and out of one. His vocals have a fascinating
the music with apparent ease. The quality that fit this band's style
plaintiveness
of his
voice exceedingly well. Bassist Bill
complements the music extremely Kunneke and drummer Kevin Henry
contribute to the band's tight
well.
A minor setback: when you follow ensemble playing too.
along the words on the lyric sheet Randy says check these guys out.
with each song. the seem a bit trite. Who knows, someday they may be on
Bu
ithout the lyric shee . they a major record label. and you11 have
o shell out big bucks to pick it up.
become downright inspi.ra · nal.
And I think that's what thi album
i all about: inspiration. J s check PICK OF THE WEEK
out some of he bet er lyrlc . om cut Various artists. Platoon. Original
o cut. this common threau e ~ the otion Picture Soundtrack and
album together creating a seamless Songs From the Era (Atlantic). This

by Randy A. Salas

T

soundtrack somberly begins with a
brief excerpt from Samuel Barber's
"Adagio for Strings." It's only when
the quiet strains of the strings are
interrupted by gunfire that the
listener realizes this is not a typical
soundtrack. Another orchestral cut,
"Barnes Shoots Elias," is filled with
dissonant chords that build up to a
climactic gunshot that rockets from
speaker to speaker. Between these cuts
are "songs from the era" that take on
an entirely different meaning when
considered in context with this movie
on the Vietnam War. On Side 1, these
songs are "Tracks of My Tears," by
Smokey Robinson; "Okie From
Muskogee," by Merle Haggard; "Hello,
I Love You,"' by The Doors; and "White
Rabbit." by Jefferson Airplane. The
era songs continue on Side 2 with
"Respect," by Aretha Franklin;
"(Sittin' on) the Dock of the Bay," by
Otis Redding; "When a Man Loves a
Woman," by Percy Sledge; and
"Groovin'," by The Rascals. Quite a
collection, but also intended as
commentaries on the Vietnam War. A
brief monologue from Charlie Sheen
on who the enemy really was in that
controversial war uses the entire
"Adagio for Strings" as background
music, which finishes the LP. The
orchestral segmen s are competently
handled by the Vapcouver Symphony
Orchestra under the baton of Georges
Delerue.
Grade: A

SEE ALBUMS PAGE 3

•BEDRACE
The 1987 Downtown Orlando
Bed Race committee is now
accepting entries for the annual
race to be held May 16. The Bed
Race is a fun event which will
bring weekend activity to the
downtown
area.
Local
businesses and organizations
may sponsor a bed for $175.
Proceeds
will
benefit
the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association
(MDA).
For
additional
information
and
entry forms, contact the local
MDA office: 1217 S. Semoran
Blvd., Winter Park, FL 32792,
677-6665.

• FL.PACKANDPADDLE

Spring is here, the air is fresh
and it's a perfect time to join
Florida Pack and Paddle for a
day or a weekend on a Central
Florida trail or liver. Tours are
leisurely
and
luxurious,
featuring transportation in airconditioned
vans,
gourmet
meal, top quality equipment
and
exceptional
personal
service. Reservations may be
made by telephone between 7
am. and 10 a.m. Mon. -Thurs.
• MAITLANDARTCENTER
The art work of Jon Gnagy will
be on exhibit at the Maitland
Art Center from April 11
through May 10. The work has
been selected from an extensive
collection of Jon Gnagy's
daughter.
For
further
information concerning the
exhibition,
or
to
make
arrangements for tours of the
exhibit and Art Center facility.
call the Maitland Art Center at
645-2181.
• THEATRE
AUDITIONS

SCHOLARSHIP

Seminole Community College
Fine Arts Theatre will hold
auditions
for
acting
and
technical theatre students on
May 20 and May 21 from 3-5
p.m.
Both Acting
and technical candidates will
have a personal interview. Call
Sara Z. Daspin at 323-1450 or
843- 7001 ext. 432 for further
information
and
audition
appointment.

WB
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UCF's th"rd presentation a hit
by Luis Rodriguez

., ,

A dark theater is the
scene. a curtain is raised
and reveals a three
dimensional set design.
Boxes are rolled in carrying
puppets that come to life at
their fingertips. No it isn't
a magic show, it's the
opening
of
UCF's
production
of the hit
musical Carnival.
The show. which opened
on April 2, will run through
April ll. and ts probably
the .best musical UCF has
ever done. With beautiful
dance numbers. a powerful
pair of leading actors, and
an elaborate set design this
production has presented a
clever new concept of this
early 1960s romantic show.
Carnival shows the dark
side of a twelfth rate
traveling circus in Europe
after WWI.. The circus acts
are as bad as the characters
look. The tone of the show

presents the bitterness and
despair of these people. But
somehow their outlook on
life changes when Lily, an
innocent, smalltown girl
comes in and changes their
lives forever.

ALBUMS FROM PAGE 2
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LAKE HOWELL SQ.
1271 STATE RO. 434
67!P366

Julian Cope, St Julian (Island). This is the
follow-up to "World Shut Your Mouth, .. the
U.S. d~but 12-inch single from Cope. The
singers original lyrics provide a
somewhat warped, humorous view of life.
The music is consistently up to snuff, but.
the LP is difficult to listen to in one sitting.
Outstanding cuts include "World Shut Your
Mouth," "Trampolene," and "St. Julian."
Grade: lJ

Lily is a shiny penny
which rolls in and brings
beauty and charm to the old
run down carnival. but
throughout the show you
wonder if that penny will be
tarnished by the darlmess
of carnival llfe.... explains
Tim Groover who plays the
lead role of Jacquot.
The show's love story is
between Lily and Paul, a
bitter man who has never
opened up to anyone in his
life . It is only through the
puppet show that he does
with Lily that he is able to
express his true feelings.
Felicia Maer is Lily. Maer
is a UCF alumna and has
played the lead role in Civic
Theater's production of
Pirates of Penzance last
year ...I love playing Lily."
says Maer, "because she is
so different from all the
other characters, she is so
naive and sees the good
everything in life."
SEE CAR~AL PAGE 5

in

Frozen Ghost, Frozen Ghost (Atlantic).
This fine release from the Canadian duo
shows that they are more than a unique
name. Arnold Lanni provides powerful
lead vocals, guitar and keyboards. Wolf
Hassel plays bass and sings background
vocals. The duo relies on other musicans to
fill in the gaps; Derry Grehan·s
(Honeymoon Suite) highly recognizable
guitar licks are evident on several tracks.
All songs on the LP are accessible to most
rock fans. Some particularly strong ones
are "Promises," "Yum Bai Ya," and
"Soldiers Cry."
Grade:
B+
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Mon.-Thurs.
9:00 am - 8:00 pm

HOURS
Fri.-Sat

Sunday

9:00 am - 5:00 pm

1:00 pm - 5:00 pm

10661 E. Colon I al Dr.
Alamo Center (next to Jimmy's Thriftway), Union Park
282-1754 Walk-Ins Welcome

Make A Splash
... and earn extra money I
Join our Sea World team. Enjoyable full-time,
part-time and temporary seasonal opportunities
are now available at our beatuiful marine park.
Immediate openings exist in the following areas:
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FOOD SERVICES
OPERATIONS
MERCHANDISE
TICKETS

To apply, visit our Employment Center, Monday
and Tuesday 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and
Wednesday through Saturday 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.
All these positions start well above federal
and state minimum wage!

~

~SeaWO'rld
Equal Opportunity Employer
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work, while the more
subjective opinions are
based on continuity,
charactertzatJon, use of
sound and music, and
appropriate length.
"It's tough," says Polly
Mattson, UCF film student,
"to put together a really
good film when you've got
no money to pay people or
to make tests or to
experiment. Every little
thing costs money. Most
people people just don't
know how much it costs to
make a decent movie."
"There are so many skills
involved in making a
movie," says film major
Alain Levi, "that it is
impossible for one person
to keep track of it all.
That's why a group like the
ACA is so useful. They help

people with the same
interest contribute time
and money and knowledge
to each other's films."
This year's festival will be
held in the UCF Health and
Physics
Building
auditorium, April 11, 7 p.m.
to 11 p.m. The ACA meets
twice a -month to discuss
and pursue their film and
video projects, and to
improve
their
skills
through lectures, seminars~
and demonstrations.
Their festival, they hope,
will help local filmmakers '
by providing a forum for
their films.
Campbell is expecting a
standing room audience for
the festival. The festivals of
the past five years have each
been successes he says. and
expects another success this
year with the help of the
UCF
community.
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BEER & WINE
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During Features

CONWAY PLAZA
Curry Ford Rd. & Conway Rd.
(Next to stacey's)
Must be 21 w/ Valid l.D.

(a $2 Value)

·Hewlett. .Packard
reinvents the
calculator.
The new
HP.-28C does
things no other
calculator can.
Like algebra and
calculus using vari ..
ables in letters and
words, such as x, y
and zebra.
It does matrix, vector
and complex number
arithmetic. Plots func ..
tion and data points.
And solves for any vari ..
.
able in any order.
How does the HP.. 28C do it? With menus, softkeys and
the largest number of built .. in functions of any calculator
ever.
It isn't more of the same. It's the reinvention of the
calculator. See it today.

F/1"09

Coupon Good Sunday
Through Thursday

ai!e.11

With CQl4Xln Elcplres April 30, 1987
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

_282-3456 ;.......................... .
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"THE

MORNING

INTERNATIO'N AL :1ccc!1;:~er

AFTER"

- Jane Fonda
SHOWTIMES:
7:30 & 9:45 nightly - $2.00
Midnight Movie on Fri. & Sat. - $1.00
Matinee on Sun. @ 5:00 - $1.00

With Admission
on Friday or
Saturday

2914 Corrinne Drive
Orlando, FL 898-0081

'Mth ~ Elcpifes April 30, 1987
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Business/Communication
Majors
· The Central Florida Future has openings in
its advertising department.

1F

•
•

•

-----------------------· ---------------------We offer a great opportunity to develop contacts with
Orlando area business people while selling Florida's best
collegiate newspaper.

•
•

The advertising representative position requries good
communication and organizational skills. Creativity is also a
plus.
This is excel ent experience for marketing or advertising
,ajo s, but positions are open to all students.

To Apply:

top by o r offices or co tac Shellie at 275-2601

EXPER E CE MAKES T E DIFF RENGE.•
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through the dances," statf"d
the snow's choreographer
Lisa Smith.

Some of the brtghtests
moments in the show are
The success this year is in
the dances. Sword, Rose, large part due to the
and Cape and the Carnival direction
of Marilyn
Ballet are two of the most McKay. McKay, who last
exciting. "111e Carnival is semester directed Romeo
not a wonderful life, it's and Juliet. again uses
rough and distorted, I unique,
imaginative
wanted to show the anger. concepts
to
create
frustration, and jealousy interesting
theater

n
L

SEAWORLD

Don't lake Your Organs 1b Heaven
Heaven KnCMiS V\e 1'1eed Them Here
.
:· "
.
.
.
.
.
. . .. .
.

.

...for only $14.00 with Studeitt Government's Discount Tickets available only at
the KIOSK.

•87 FILM ReVIDEO fESTIVAl

Tickets also Available to other Central
Florida Attractions through
Student Government:
Busch Gardens
Wet 'NWild
Magic Kingdom/EPCOT
General Cinema Movie Theatres
United Artist Movie Theatres

:

SATURDAY

APRIL 11
7 RM. - 11 P.M.

$13.00
$8.50
$24.50 (A)
$3".00
$2.75

CO· SPONSOR:
COMMUNICATION DEPT.
U.C.F.
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8:00 FREE
DRINKS
9:00 50 CENT
DRINKS
10:00 $1.00
DRINKS
1·2:00 50 CENT
DRINKS

50 CENT
DRINKS
FROM
®c~@~@@

w

FREE
ADMISSION
FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1
DRINKS
FREE FROZEN
DAQUIRIES

iilXI lUJ !ffi ~ [Q) ~ w
lbD~ 0 ~W[N]©

COME AND
SEE THE
AREA'S
ALL-STAR
LIP-SYNC
ARTISTS

~~uUJJwa©~
~ ®UJJ[N][Q)~

(N]fl®[H]u

THE
PARTY
NEVER
STOPS

w

® !UJ [;§> ~ W6
~ !UJ [NJ IQ) ~ w
~~W61W

NO
COVER
CHARGE
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THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

A case of
apathy?
by Cindy Cowen

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

.i i)

277· 7776 CE]

Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needsl
10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.
lf.-you need to send it or get it
CALL J & L
Western Union & UPS Available

Into the
Light

SEE COLUMN PAGE 7

-

OR LIFE!

JaL
OFFICE SUPPLIES

I consider myself a
conservative, in fact I feel
that
my
generation
considers
themselves
conservatives. Yet deep
down I know that there
hasn't been a whole lot for
us to be liberal about. Sure,
we could get upset about thJs
Iran thing, or get all bent
out of shape over the recent
religious displays in the
news, but really, has there
been anything to get really
upset about in the '80s? All
right, I'll admit that the
recent scare of AIDS is a
serious matter and that we
should all be worried about
it, but are we going to
conduct a sit-in and hold
candles all night until they
find a cure? I don't think
so.

Children born in the late
'60s have lived what I will
call a "secluded." "in the
dark" kind of life. We
haven't grieved over dead
soldiers coming back from
a world war, or even grieved
over an assassinated .
President. Politically we
are out of the "getting
involved" mode, and in to
an apathetic generation
which in our time, means
... a conservative."
During the '50s and '60s
the black civil rights
movement led us to a better
America by enlightening us
to the ·prejudices that were
so apparent then. There
were riots of both blacks
and whites fighting the
segregation and social
injustices of blacks. Now,
there are few prejudices
that stem from color and
even fewer still that have
made us aware of the
outside world as they did in
the '50s and '60s. Is it
because there are no civil
rights leaders left? No more
Martin Luther King Jr.,
Malcom X or Elijah
Muhammad?
Martin Luther King Jr.
became one of the most
prominent civil rights
leaders of the time through
his use of nonviolent
resistance to oppression.
King won a Nobel Peace
Prize in 1964, and in 1968
he was assassinated in
Memphis, Tennessee. John
F. Kennedy who supported
King's efforts was also
assassinated a man of the
time, and a man who like
King, understood the
genera Uon of his time
through the reactions, and
through the different
movements that occurred
How are the leaders of our
generation going to
understand us? We haven't
banned together throughout
The nation to support one
single issue, we haven't
marched on Washington
and we haven't supported

DEATH •••

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in select:ed
areas of law such as Jandlord/t:enant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge t.o
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends•
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do

iustfine.
c) Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-stare
calls during evenings.
d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&r Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
~ AT&r offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&r's d:zy rate on calls during
A' weekends
until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
~
4 r~ \to 8 am,
Sunda,y through Friday.
~
•
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sundey through Frida,y, and you'll save 383
off our d:zy rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? Amr gives you
jmmedia.te credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&r for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can help_!!lVe you mon~
give us a call With a little luck, you won't have to hang aroun With
the rich kids. Call toll-free t.od:\v, a~

r

~¥ .

j

AlPJ

The right cho"ce.
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Quit smoking Today! Give your heart and
lungs a chance!

COLUMN FRO

C_H_A_E_L_J___
HE I SOUTHER

~M-1

CALIFOR !A ISIT 1=-aNIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR
. . . AN 9liCA CaMaAMV

F_O-~--l

PAGE 6

any_ boycotts of any I?nd
national or otherwise.
Pro bl em or not it s
something we should be
aware of, simply for our
own good. Would the
Americans
of
my

generation ever ban
together? For anything? Do
we have a chronic case of
apathy that would cripple
this nation in a time of
need? I think we do, yet we
fail to deal with it and
claim, .. no, rm not
apathetic.
I'm
a
conservative! ..

There's no such thing as
an overnight success.
Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

·THE SECRET OF MY·

SUCCESS
I
•A RASTAR PRODUCTION • A HERBERT ROSS FILM •"THE SECRET OF MY SUCCESS" • HELEN SLATER• RICHARD JORDAN • MARGARET WHITTON
•SCREENPLAY BY JIM CASH & JACK EPPS, JR. AND AJ CAROTHERS • STORY BY AJ CAROTHERS •MUSIC BY DAVID FOSTER•

•

li'AsmR w.~.i,,~.f,:~~.',!.!:~:=.~~:~:.~~:.N.~~:i:: •EXECUTIVE PROI~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j P~~~.~;!1~N:1D ~IRE0~TL~~f RBERT ROSS • ~~~Ee~~ ~ictvre

·OPENS APRIL 10TH·

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available
United .Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m . .
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

------ -- ---- --- --------
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ENTERPRISE FROM PAGE 1 that will please that crowd.

into the thousands. "A lot
Dowler says that he gets more people are selling
all types of people in his them. That makes the
store. They range from the Lndustry better."
elementary school kids who The store does not intend
read for fun, to the business on starting a franchise. "I
men who collect seriously. don't like hassles," says
"The guys in the suits are Dowler,
"I prefer a
coming in to buy comic smoother
running
books just like the guys in operation." Dowler says
the T-shirts and sandals."
that there is a firmer base
Although Enterprise 1701 in the one store and he feels
is an out of the ordinary that if he concentrates
store. Dowler contributes more on his one store, then
the acquisition of new he will be happy in what he
customers to the companies can do with it. "I have the
themselves. "The fact is drive to turn this into
that Maivel and DC and a something else."
lot
of the
smaller
So with the promise of a
companies have pushed succesful future. Enterprise
their comics into a lot of 1701 sits at its present
markets that didn't have location at 2814 Corrine
them before... In the past Drive waiting for the time
when science fiction and to expand and grow as does
comic books weren't that its customers. Although
popular. Dowler says that there is competition out
there might have been 300 there, Dowler believes that
to 400 stores across the he is holding his own. With
country that dealt with that the popularity of the store
su"Qject excJusivelv. Today Dowler could only smile
· the science fiction/comic ' and say. "As I said, we must
book stores have grown be doing something right."

Maivel is heading for some
big changes. Spiderman is
getting married and there is
going to be a major push by
MaIVel. They are going to
have Spiderman in real life.
marry Mary Jane on the
steps of New York's City
Hall.The bottom line is that
these companies want their
product sold and they are
willing to go to any means
to sell it.
One
of the
most
interesting factors that
contribute to these sales is
the turnover rate. That's
when a person who has been
collecting comics for a
certain amount of years.
decides to stop. Dowler says
that with a three year
turnover rate. the older
collectors are making their
way for a younger crowd.
The comic companies will
then try to make a product
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·s tudent
Government
Leadership
Scholarships
Available!
\

------------------Student Government-Sponsored
LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
Applications Now Available!

Pick up Applications for the 87-88
School Year at the Student Government
Main Desk or at the Office of Student
Affairs

-------------------·
Deadline: APRIL 10

Join the glamorous life of the Confetti Staffl Dig into. the local
entertainment scene and write about the fun and interesting things
here at UCF and in the Orlando area.

We Help to Make leaders in.. :·:
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ~ ~

Call Cindy at 275-2865 or stop by The Central Florida Future office.
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Serving The UCF Community
• Savings Accounts

• New and Used Vehicle Loans

• Checking Accounts

• Automatic Teller Network

• Daily Interest on
Che.eking & Savings

• Mastercard

the UCF
FEDERAL CREDIT uNION
Locate Right On Campus {across from Bookstore)

WE'RE

ERE FOR YOU

275 2855

,,
•

